University of Dayton
MIS 368/MBA 662A ASSIGNMENT 5
See syllabus for due date.

This assignment is worth 30% of your Homework Assignment Component

In this assignment we take another break from assessing your home systems.

Research Project (large slide show) and brief Presentation slide show

Part 1: Research a NIST or FIPS standard listed on http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/PubsSPs.html and Document your Research Project with a 25-30 page PowerPoint Briefing with Speaker Notes. Please run the standard you intend to do by me first so we don’t have a ton of repeats.

Guidelines for the midterm Research Project Documentation:
25-35 page ppt Briefing with speaker notes to fully describe and interpret the information contained

Slide 1: title page identifying you and the standard you researched
Slide 2: outline of your Research Project
  1. History of Standard
  2. Need that Standard Addressed
  3. Significance and Importance
  4. Application and Adoption
  5. Review of Industry Products that comply with standard, include capability and cost info
  6. Conclusion and Summary

Balance of the show fills in all details relevant to the headings from page 2.

Part 2: Provide the slides for a 10-Minute Executive Overview Briefing (5-8 slides) on your standard that describes the importance and significance of the standard. We will see how things are going, but probably will not have everybody present. Just have the slides prepped if called on to describe the standard in class.

Both parts are to be submitted as a PowerPoint file to me on the due date. I will be distributing these to the class so they can use them as study notes.